Case Study: Social Housing

“It’s far quicker than tiling, and
better for fixing into.”

Heatcare
Founded in 2000, Heatcare Oil and Gas
Ltd have been providing services for both
commercial and domestic properties
throughout the North East of Scotland
for over two decades. Working with
Insurance Providers and Registered
Social Landlords, they offer an alltrades service which includes gas and
boiler maintenance, plumbing, electrical
maintenance, joining, painting, and
general labouring and building work.
The company specialises in bathroom adaptations
and wet rooms for elderly or less able-bodied
residents. For efficiency and aesthetics, they
have been continually choosing to use Multipanel
products over traditional ceramic tiles for several
years. Recently, Heatcare Oil and Gas Ltd used our
panels for their bathroom refurbishment work with
Grampian Housing Association, Langstane
Housing Association and Osprey Housing.  
“I’ve been using Multipanel since it started in 2003
and have recommended its use in several different
companies I have worked for since,” says Shaun
Stachan, Operations Director of Heatcare. “It’s
far quicker than tiling, and better for fixing into.”

John Hynde, Team Leader, Investment Works at Dunedin Canmore

In addition to our panels being available
in a wide range of decors, the lowmaintenance and easy to clean nature of
our panels makes them perfect for housing
associations and tenants alike. With the
need for rigorous cleaning removed, all
that is needed to keep panels in pristine
condition is a quick wipe down with water
and a non-abrasive mild detergent—ideal
for elderly or less able-bodied residents
and great for reducing maintenance costs.
“Part of my job involves tenant surveys, and
we’ve seen a real shift from us presenting
Multipanel as an option, to tenants
asking us for it,” continues Shaun. “The
ease of cleaning, and choice of modern
decors makes it really appealing.”

Heatcare selected:

Waterproof wall panels from Multipanel’s
Classic Collection in Frost White.

Social housing

Experience & expertise

Why change to Multipanel?

When it comes to manufacturing products to achieve completely watertight
low maintenance bathrooms, Multipanel are the industry experts.
With a history of innovation spanning over 135 years, Multipanel is at the
forefront in manufacturing waterproof wall panels that enable housing
professionals to create great looking, practical, waterproof interiors.
The ease with which our products can be installed, together with negligible
ongoing maintenance, make our products a clear choice in the social
housing sector.

Market leading
We produce 8,000 wall panels every week at our UK factory and have
distribution centres throughout Great Britain and Northern Ireland, ensuring
fast and effective production and delivery. The skill and commitment of our
team has helped make us the market leader in the field of manufacturing for
building interiors.

Student
Accommodation

Multipanel Click Flooring both beautiful and
warm underfoot with greater noise dampening
than traditional tiles.
Multipanel Ceilings paint and plaster-free
waterproof tongue and groove ceilings. Easy
install for quick refurbishment.

Easy to
keep clean

Completely
Waterproof

Virtually
seamless
Hydrolock®
joint

Quick &
easy to
install

Panels can
be fitted over
existing tiles

15 year
warranty

Contact our Business Development
team today to discuss a trial installation
where we can show you the time and cost
benefits of Multipanel.

FM 00929

multipanel.co.uk/socialhousing

Find your nearest Business Development Manager
multipanel.co.uk/bdm

New Build

Multipanel Waterproof Wall Panels come in a
range of colours and textures to suit different
design layouts and budgets.
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